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All the Best Dougie!

TWU State Secretary Tim Dawson had the pleasure of celebrating the retirement of longtime TWU member and delegate Doug Jenkins with a breakfast at Qube Irene Street.
All the best to you Doug, we hope you are already enjoying your well-earned retirement.
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950W AIR
COMPRESSOR
BY EUROENGEL

True Refrigerated Cabin Air Conditioning (Engine Off)

Now 5 Years Running in Australian Conditions
INSTALLED AND COMMISSIONED IN TWO DAYS

DON’T TRAVEL UP
NORTH WITHOUT ONE!

We are the exclusive agents for Perth Western Australia!

WA’s Truck Auto Electrical & Airconditioning Specialists
AU03953

08 9259 7777

153 Chisholm Crescent Kewdale Fax: 9453 2818 Web: www.lyonsaircon.com.au
Email: glyons@lyonsaircon.com.au or rlyons@lyonsaircon.com.au

STOP HIRING

8 Pallet Tautliner

and start Renting-to-own for less...
08 9452 1703 or 0457 717 222
it’S tiME YoU StArtED INVESTING
IN YOUR BUSINESS inStEAD oF
JUSt HELPinG tHE HirE CoMPAniES
inCrEASE tHEir ProFitS.
We have an alternative option with
all the main benefits of hire for around
a third to half the cost!

GOGETTa
$384.42
$10.11

HIRE
$1,210.00
$31.84

One year of rental with GoGetta
for the cost of 17 weeks of hire!

GOGETTA
HIRE

Rent-to-own provides you with many of the same benefits of
hire and some more, all except for the expensive price tag:
• No or minimal capital outlay
• Tax deductions:
100% tax deductible.
• Off balance sheet:
Your ability to borrow more
money is unaffected.

Catalano’s have various stock options to suit your needs.
We are also able to source anything you may need;
if we don’t have it currently.
SO, dON’T dElaY cONTacT US TOdaY!
1726 Albany Highway, Kenwick WA 6107
MonDAY - FriDAY 7:30am to 4pm SAtUrDAY by appointment
www.catalanotruckequipment.com.au

Weekly Cost
Per-Hour Cost

www.gogetta.com.au

• Quick and easy application:
Can be as quickly as 24 hours.
• Try before you buy:
Return after 12 months without
penalties or purchase outright
at anytime and receive a
generous rental rebate.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

DL 21195

MRB4801

Call Warren
for more information!
08 9452 1703 or 0457 717 222

Published by Perth Advertising Services. Phone: 9375 1922. Fax: 9275 2955.

TWU demands increases
in Owner Driver rates
‘Some firms are peddling
misinformation about
new minimum rates laws
says TIM DAWSON

The (TWU) is planning protests and legal
action in support of minimum rates for
owner-drivers and has given notice to
the trucking industry: “We’ll be pushing
for rates to increase.”

Drivers must also be paid for taking rest
breaks, loading and unloading time,
refuelling and filling out paperwork
— all within 30 days of completing the
work.

We are hearing a lot of hard luck stories
from firms who are peddling the line that
the new safe rates laws will cost ownerdrivers their work.

However, a lack of information about
the scheme from the RSRT has caused
anxiety among those likely to be
affected.

This and other misleading information is
being dribbled out about the impact of
minimum rates.

Some hirers and organisations with
vested interests are claiming the rates
will be so high that owner-drivers will
lose some work or be completely priced
out of the market, causing many to go
bust.

Our position has always been clear. We
say, “Safe rates should apply to all truck
operators including owner drivers and
fleet owners.”
This has always been the TWU position.
Late last year the Road Safety
Remuneration Tribunal (RSRT) handed
down the Contractor Driver Minimum
Payments Road Safety Remuneration
Order.
The order will guarantee minimum
hourly and kilometre rates for truck
operators working in the supermarket
distribution and linehaul sectors.

Our national secretary Tony Sheldon has
dismissed the talk as baseless and says
critics of minimum rates are circulating
the claims to stoke fear among ownerdrivers.
“The threats being spread about the
[minimum rates] order are an attempt
by wealthy clients at the top to bully
weak-kneed transport companies to
bow down,” he says.
“I urge all drivers to stand up and fight for
your rights. You won them, you deserve
them and you have a right to be paid for
all your work.”
Tony has outlined our union’s plans
to bolster support for the impending
minimum rates system and to pressure
parties in the transport supply chain to
meet their obligations.
He says the TWU will be taking “direct
action” by staging rallies, and that
owner-drivers should join with the union
and support protests against businesses
opposing minimum rates.
“The first thing I would say to people
is, stand up and fight with your mates.
Take on any transport company or client
that causes truckies to go on the road
unsafe.

“We must hold these people to account.
“Transport operators have shown
themselves to be too weak to stand up
to big retailers so we’re doing it for them
by demanding they be paid for their
work within 30 days and that transport
contracts allow them to recover costs.
Now we are asking them to join us in
holding these big retailers accountable,”
he added.
The TWU has fiercely opposed
applications before the Road Safety
Remuneration Tribunal to abolish the
new rates system by groups including
Ai Group, NatRoad and the Australian
Livestock and Rural Transporters
Association.
In over two years of negotiations and
consultation on the new rates none
of these groups put forward any
constructive ideas on how to make the
transport industry safe or sustainable.
Owner-drivers must stand together
and hold any company responsible
for putting them off because they are
getting paid safe rates
The TWU’s legal team is also preparing
to take on those who try and deny
owner-drivers.

TWU Financial Reports
The Audited General Purpose
Financial Report of the Transport
Workers Union of Australia (WA Branch)
for the Financial Year ending
31st December 2015 is currently
being prepared by our auditors.
As soon as the Report has been
completed by our auditors it will be
presented for endorsement to our
Branch Committee of Management.
Once this annual process has been
completed the Report will then be
posted on our website for the
information of our members.

www.twuwa.org.au

Thank You
Tim Dawson - Branch Secretary.
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TWU Uncovers
Serious Issues
at Courier
Firm
Including bad safety breaches,
suspected unlicenced drivers
and invalid work visas
Immediately following a long weekend
when 11 people died on WA roads,
a safety audit by TWU officials at
a Startrack Australia Post depot in
Welshpool were shocked to find most
vehicles they checked were unsafe and
unfit to be on the road.
The officials, Mick Knowles and Keith
Saunders, entered the site after tip-offs
from drivers about widespread safety
problems with many of the 90 vehicles
based at the depot.
The officials used Commonwealth
OH&S permits to enter the site and
carry out investigations.
Inspections were completed on about 20
of the vehicles before they were asked
to leave by a large contingent of WA
Police officers who had been called to
the site.
All vehicles inspected had no load
restraints, others had bald tyres, and
other mechanical issues.
The TWU is also concerned about shamcontracting, underpayment of drivers
and drivers with licences and visas that
don’t allow them to work and drive on
Australian roads.
Several drivers were unable to produce
a WA licence.
The TWU intends continuing its crack
down on the shocking OH&S situation at
Australia Post Startrack.

2
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We will be conducting inspections at all
Startrack Australia Post depots and
will not back-off until all their vehicles are
safe to be on our roads.
We believe it is a disgrace that vehicles
carrying the Australia Post logo, with the
imprimatur of the Australian Government,
are allowed to operate in such unsafe
and grubby conditions.
Senator Glenn Sterle has also thrown
his support behind the TWU campaign
to cut out the rorting of temporary visas
and has taken the fight to Canberra and
the floor of Parliament.

Above: Let’s hope you are not
riding a motorbike when this
dipstick decides to veer left
Left: A Startrack Australia Post
driver loaded up to the roof top

Senator Sterle, a former truckie and
TWU organiser has been at the forefront
in exposing the illegal hiring of truck
drivers on 457 Temporary Work (Skilled)
Visas.
These visas are specially designed to fill
labour shortages and truck driving is NOT
one of the list of eligible occupations.
As Senator Sterle rightly points out, there
are hundreds of qualified Australian truck
drivers who are currently unemployed
and desperately looking for work.
There is a lot more to run on this issue.

Startrack
Idiocy

This StarTrack /Australia Post
courier came through the
Woolworth DC on March 9
while the TWU was conducting
what are now routine checks at
the Centre.
The van had been loaded to the
rooftop with cartons of paper
putting all the weight at rear
end of the vehicle.
As the pictures shows this guy
was unsafely loaded up to
the windscreen, with no load
restraint or cargo barrier
between freight and the driver.
The Woolworths security guard
told us this guy comes in every
day loaded to the windscreen
and passenger side window.
Keith Saunders one of
organisers has raised our
concerns with Rob Cantrell at
StarTrack HR who promised to
act on the matter.
Rob said he would contact
the drivers’ manager at the
Treasure Road depot in
Welshpool to discuss their
loading practices??
We’ll be checking –
REGULARLY!

Bosses looking for
excuses to sack people

‘Don’t give the boss any ammo’,
warns TWU Industrial Officer JOEL CLARKE
It is an unfortunate sign of the times
when you regularly see members being
dismissed for performance or safety
related issues.
What may have once been a quiet, off
the record, chat in the manager’s office
are now drawn out, full investigations
that are used to justify giving someone
the sack!

We always give each members’ case
the best possible crack and hope to
achieve some justice for them.
Some cases are settled at conciliation
(which usually means we cannot
discuss the circumstances) or through
a court hearing with a Commissioner.

It is quite clear that some companies
are looking to thin out their employee
ranks as work is drying up.

The best piece of advice we can offer in
these difficult circumstances is simple,
make sure your workmates are in the
union, stick together, and back each
other up!

These so-called masters of business
would rather sack you for apparent
misconduct than give you a warning.

Don’t give the boss any ammo that
could be used to put you out onto the
street.

Many bosses will do anything to avoid
paying you all your accrued entitlements
and redundancy money.

If you do get called into the office
– have somebody with you as a
support person. Or better still, a TWU
organiser or delegate who can act as a
representative in the meeting.

There are currently 10 plus unfair
dismissal applications on my desk
now pending hearings in the Fair Work
Commission.
In my opinion, none of these members
should have been dismissed, given the
circumstances involved.

That way it is much harder for the
bosses to trick or intimidate you.
TWU representation is often the
difference between a warning and
termination, or termination without notice
and resignation with notice paid.
The Wheel Autumn 2016
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Peter Miller and Mick Knowles (right) chat with a couple
of highly professional drivers at the Woolies DC.

TWU Signs Charter
with Woolworths

‘It outlaws unsafe trucks,
fatigue breaches and
under-payment of drivers
Reports TWU Branch Secretary TIM DAWSON
An historic agreement reached between
Woolworths and the TWU is a huge
breakthrough for truck drivers who work
in the giant supermarket’s supply chain.

However, the Woolworth’s charter is
now in full force and will be activated
wherever and whenever:

The Charter for promoting safe and
fair standards for transport workers
is the culmination of years of national
campaigning by our union.

• The TWU becomes aware of
any practice or incident in the
Woolworth’s supply chain that may
undermine safety or the Charter’s
principles.

The charter covers every driver and every
company involved in the distribution of
Woolworths products.

• The TWU believes that a supply
chain participant is failing to comply
with safety obligations or laws.

It outlaws unsafe trucks, fatigue breaches
and underpayment of drivers.

• And where a participant isn’t
meeting its applicable award,
industrial agreement or Road Safety
Remuneration Order.

The TWU has also been in serious
discussions with Coles in recent
months and we are hopeful that a similar
agreement will be signed.

The charter will present no fears for
companies and operators who:
• Operate SAFE VEHICLES.

4
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• Don’t Breach
regulations.

driver

FATIGUE

• Don’t pay employee drivers less
than they are legally entitled to.
• Don’t pay owner drivers less than
the RSRT legal minimums.
However those who are not operating
legally had better look out!
The TWU will pay an integral policing role
in ensuring all transport operators abide
by the correct pay rates and conditions.
Across Australia our organisers have
been visiting Woolworths Distribution
Centres conducting surveys and informal
audits of trucks and drivers.
When a breach is found it is immediately
reported to Woolworths’ management
who will investigate and act upon our
concerns.
We congratulate Woolworths and
our national leaders for this highly
commendable initiative. It will make our
roads safer and help ensure truckies
receive proper remuneration for the vital
work they do.

Centurion underpaying
their line-haul drivers

And it will get worse if drivers
accept their EBA proposals
Reports TWU lead organiser MICK KNOWLES
When TWU officials got a first look at a
new pay and conditions agreement being
proposed by Centurion management we
were shocked at how badly it rips off
drivers.
The firm’s long distance drivers are
already being paid below award rates
and are missing out on many other
entitlements that Centurion should be
paying – including:
• Pay Rates that are less than the
legally binding Road Transport
(Long Distance) Award.
• Not paying the 30% Annual Leave
Loading in the award.
• Not paying the $82.50 overnight
allowance when drivers are away
from home.
• Not paying the 10 days minimum
per year Rostered Days Off that
drivers are entitled to under the
Award.
•Not paying the Oversize Loads and
Dangerous Goods allowances.

These are serious underpayments that
need to be addressed by the company.
Centurion’s contention that the above
entitlements are included in drivers pay
rates are absolute crap because their
pay rates are less than the Award
stipulates.

We have warned drivers to VOTE NO if
Centurion try to rush drivers into voting
for this appalling agreement.
Our organisers
Mick Knowles 0408 090 884 and
Peter Miller 0408 993 020 have
held several meetings with the
company and they have promised
to address our concerns.

The above are not our only
concerns – Centurion is also
proposing changes in the
agreement that will further cut
drivers entitlements. They
include:
•C
 hanged
wording
that
will enable them to pay
fortnightly and not weekly.
•C
 hanged wording that will
allow them NOT to pay
overnight allowance if they
provide
accommodation.
Under the current agreement
they must do both.
These are just some of our concerns
– there are more.

The Wheel Autumn 2016
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Hanson drivers hold
strong in new pay deal
It pays to
be united
says MICK KNOWLES

Wages growth in the private sector is
running at record lows but we have
been able to achieve above inflation
increases for Hanson tippers and
tankers drivers.
An almost 100% union membership
and a strong resolve among the
drivers based at the firm’s Red Hill,
Byford and Kwinana operations
helped ensure we didn’t go
backwards.
Our resolute members will receive
three 2.5% pay rises over the course
of the new agreement.
Allowances will also rise in line with
these increases.
The troops rejected a company
proposal to change their early start
arrangements, having worked out this
could cost them money.
Unfortunately, the firm’s concrete
agitator drivers accepted similar
changes when they voted up their
agreement late last year.
They also copped smaller wage rises.
However, I am hopeful that by
building our membership amongst
the concrete drivers we will be able
to drive a better bargain next time
round.

TOGETHER
WE ARE
STRONGER!
6
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Joe “U2” Bono
(front, right) is a
great rep for the
Red Hill Drivers

Rocla issue to go to FWC
Following Hanson Construction Materials buy out of Rocla, and the take
over of all their sand pits, many of the Rocla employees have joined the
TWU.
And the change of employers has already thrown up a problem with shift
allowance that needs sorting.
The shift allowance being paid by Hanson is less than what our new
members were receiving at Rocla.
If we can’t fix the problem we will take the matter to the Fair Work
Commission and let the industrial umpire decide.

Swan wants downgrade
of drivers conditions
Swan Transit boss has
listed 20 working
conditions he wants
on the EBA table
TWU Lead Organiser JASON WALTERS Reports

Talks have only just got underway at
Swan Transit with management adamant
they cannot afford any cost increases.
At our first EBA meeting Swan manager
Brian Thompson claimed the company’s
pay and conditions were superior to his
two major competitors
He told the bargaining committee
that the Swan agreements were fairly
close overall to the Path and Transdev
agreements through the 2000’s until
2008.
However during the boom, when the
bus firms were struggling to attract
sufficient drivers, Swan Transit added
1% to their hourly pay rates and an extra
1% onto Superannuation.
He said Swan had expected
their competitors to match
their generosity but they
didn’t.
Instead drivers from all
three firms benefited from
an extra three one dollar
pay rises that were won
by the TWU in a highly
successful campaign.
These, together with the
continuing twice yearly
indexed rises lifted WA bus
operator’s drivers to the
highest in Australia.

According to Swan this effectively
bailed out the other two firms
from matching Swans pay rates and
superannuation rate which is now at
10.5%. Path and Transdev pay only
9.5%.
Brian Thompson argues this leaves
Swan in a very difficult position when
it comes to tendering and holding onto
contracts.
He is particularly concerned about
Path’s greenfields agreement which
currently covers drivers at Kalamunda
and Welshpool.
The Swan boss has provided the
TWU with a list of 20 working

conditions in this Path agreement which
he claims are inferior to Swan conditions.
Brian has told us he needs to have parity
with some of these drivers’conditions for
Swan Transit survive tenders.
In other words he wants his drivers to
give up some of the conditions.
That – in a nutshell – is making the going
tough for the TWU and the 14 bargaining
reps at the Swan negotiating table.
And with Path negotiations also
underway at Kalamunda and
Welshpool the scene is set for
a hectic round of negotiations
with all the firms.
If drivers’ conditions at Path
Transit are as bad as what Brian
Thompson says they are we will
be chasing many improvements
for the Path drivers concerned.
We live in interesting times.
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Mandurah drivers felt the firm’s proposals were not acceptable

Transdev drivers
reject EBA
Transdev bus operators upset the firm’s
apple cart recently by voting 63% to 37%
to reject their new pay and conditions
agreement.
The old agreement expired on 31
December 2015 and the company had
initially expected its new deal would be
accepted by drivers.
Negotiations had been hard going,
however the bargaining committee had
managed to squeeze some worthwhile
concessions out of the firm.
They included:
• Level 2’s and 3’s to no longer be
penalised three times for the one
mistake. Drivers would move up
the classification levels when it was
time with no questions asked.
• No more than a 5 hour part on
any shift Monday to Sunday. Only
Christmas Day and Special Events
will have parts over five hours.
• 40 hour drivers up north to retain
their hours but only if they stayed

8
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Nearly
two-thirds
voted
NO

reports TWU organiser PHIL OGDEN
in the current contract area. If they
transferred to another contract
area then they would go onto 38
hours.
• If you are a Level 2 or 3 you will be
no longer penalised three times for
the one mistake. You will move up
the levels when it is time with no
questions asked.

However a two thirds’ majority was not
happy with Transdev offerings and many
took TWU advice to VOTE NO.

Negotiations have now resumed and we
are searching for a breakthrough that will
get the agreement over the line.
Meetings have been held at all Transdev
depots and drivers are seeking;
• 5 day Monday to Friday roster.
• Part timers moving up to full time.
• 5 minute turnaround time.
• Pay increase above CPI
• Distribution of hours (start times &
length of shifts).
• The number of spread shifts at each
depot.
• A maximum unpaid break of 1.5
hours for the 4 day roster at the
CATS depot.
• No trade off of current conditions
Management have committed to further
exploring these claims and will have a
response by the next meeting planned in
approximately 2 weeks’ time.

OVERLOADING FINES
‘Drivers are often
made to pay the
cost for a crime they
didn’t commit’
says TWU Lawyer
ADAM DZIECIOL
All drivers will be aware that Chain
of Responsibility “COR” laws are in
operation nationally, and that those laws
make all persons in the transport chain
responsible for ensuring goods carried
by them or on their behalf:
Truck operators must ensure their
vehicles:
• Do not exceed vehicle or permitted
dimension limits.
• Do not exceed the vehicle or
permitted mass limits.
• Are appropriately secured.
Recently, a member who was fined for
overloading in circumstances where that
he was not his fault.
He sought our advice about whether he
could recover the fine from the transport
company which had arranged the
freight.
The driver had picked up an already
loaded trailer in a small NSW town and
he was required to bring the load to
Perth.
When he got to Ceduna the truck was
taken over the scales by transport
inspectors. It was several tonne over the
maximum allowed for that combination.
Consequently the driver was issued with
an infringement for $680.00.
When the driver got back to Perth he
explained the situation to his boss, who
in turn passed the infringement on to the
transport company which had arranged
the load.
Initially the other transport company
agreed to pay the fine, but eventually
reneged.

Our member felt this firm ultimately liable
under the COR rules, and that therefore
they should pay the fine that the member
had received.
As is usual in these types of cases, the
situation is not quite as simple as that.
The COR laws place equal responsibility
for compliance with mass, dimension
or load requirement (MDLR) on all the
parties involved.
Therefore, in the above example, the
person or company that loaded the
trailer and the transport company which
had arranged the consignment are both
responsible for the overloading, and they
can be prosecuted for this.
However, as we know in most cases a
transport inspector will just issue the
driver with the infringement.
It is only in on rare occasions that the
inspectors will take the matter further
and go to the trouble of investigating
who else may be responsible and go
after them as well. That is more likely
to happen where there has been some
serious incident.

‘Drivers $680 fine
was handed to the
firm that arranged
the load’
reasonably expected to know that a
breach would occur, and that either:
• The driver had taken all reasonable
steps to prevent a breach; or
• There were no reasonable steps
that the driver could have been
expected to have taken to prevent
the breach.
Therefore, if a TWU member thinks they
have wrongfully received an infringement
or a summons for a breach of the MDLR
rules they should contact us ASAP.
The longer you leave it, the more difficult
it may be to do something about the
situation.

A driver can potentially get out of
paying a fine, if he can show that he
did not know, and could not have been
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THINKING OF
SWITCHING
HEALTH FUNDS?
Join rt health fund and you’ll enjoy*:
• A $100 petrol or grocery voucher
• An immediate waiver of all 2 and
3-month waiting periods
• A 30-day money back guarantee.

CALL U
TO FINDS
OUT MO
RE!

1300 56 46 46

rthealthfund.com.au/twu
*Terms and conditions apply. 30-day cooling off period
refund applies only when you have not made a claim.
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You won’t find a better looking bunch
than these Caltex drivers

CALTEX STALLS ON
SHIFT ALLOWANCES
For far too long we have been trying to reach
agreement with Caltex on the merging of two
expired agreements.
Caltex wants to combine their South West
agreement with the document detailing the pay
and conditions of Caltex Energy metro drivers.
An original pay offer of three 2.5% has been taken
off the table while we try to reach agreement on
rosters and shift allowances.
Drivers also have questions regarding the fuel
firm’s drafting of the night shift wording.
Caltex could have drivers starting at, say 02.00
am, and not receiving a cent extra for working
unreasonable hours.
We have voiced our opposition to these changes
in the strongest of terms and are waiting for their
response.

We chalk up some
good wins for subbies
Reports TWUs Industrial Officer JOEL CLARKE
Lately we have achieved some excellent outcomes for our ownerdriver members after taking their cases to the WA Road Freight
Tribunal.
We have secured payment of outstanding invoices for members
who were getting nowhere with hirers who simply refused to pay or
moved the goal posts once jobs were done!
Always remember, if you feel something isn’t right, please get in
touch with our IR department to discuss your concerns and see if
there’s something that can be done.
The best advice we give to our owner-driver members is to know
what is in your contract – unfortunately the days of a gentlemen’s
agreement with a handshake are well behind us.
Far too often we are seeing cases where the contract has been
terminated without appropriate notice.
Another common issue is rates being cut without proper consultation and the opportunity to renegotiate an outcome which suits both
parties.
We can help owner-drivers with all of these issues. It always pays to
be a TWU member.

The Wheel Autumn 2016
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While he was there a young sheila with a perfect body came in, and
Bruce's dad got the hots for her immediately.
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So he went up to the trainer and asked him which machine he should use
to impress the young sheila.

The trainer looked him up and down and said; I would suggest the ATM in
the reception area....

The Truckie and the Emu
An Aussie truckie walks into an
outback café with a full-grown emu
behind him. The waitress asks them
for their orders.
The truckie says, “A hamburger,
chips and a coke’ and turns to the
emu, ‘What’s yours ? “I’ll have the
same’ says the emu.
A short time later the waitress
returns with the order ‘That will be
$9.40 please’ and he reaches into
his pocket and pulls out the exact
change for payment.

The next day the man and emu
When I rubbed it, a Genie appeared
come again and he says. “A
and offered me two wishes.
hamburger, chips
and
a
coke.’
The
An Aussie truckie walks into an outback café with a full-grown
emu says ‘I’ll have
the
same.
Again
“My first
that if I ever had
him. The waitress ask them
forwish
theirwas
orders.
the truckie reaches into his pocket
to pay for anything, I would just put
and pays the exact change.
my hand in my pocket and the right

A potato will
attract them

Paul, a guy on the local beach, just couldn’t
make it with any of the girls, so he heads over
to the lifeguard tower to see if the lifeguard has
any advice for him.
“Dude, it’s obvious,” says the lifeguard, “you’re
wearing them baggy old swimming trunks
that make ya look like an old geezer. They’re
years’ outta style.
“Your best bet is to grab yourself a pair of
Spandex Speedos - about two sizes too small
- and drop a fist-sized potato down inside
‘em. I’m tellin ya man...you’ll have all the
babes ya want!”

emu behind

The following weekend, Paul hits the beach
with his spanking new tight Speedos, and his
fist-sized potato and it’s worse than before.
The truckie says, “A hamburger, chips and a coke’ and turns to Everybody
the emu, on the beach acts disgusted as he
amount
of money
would
always be
yours
“I’ll have
the same’
says
the emu.
This becomes‘What’s
a routine
until? the
walks by, covering their faces, turning away,
there”
two enter again. “The usual? Asks
laughing, looking sick!
the waitress. A short time later the waitress
returns Says
with the
the waitress.
order ‘That will be $9.40
“That’s brilliant,”
So Paul goes back to the lifeguard again and
reaches
into his
pocket
out the exact change
for
“Most
people
wouldand
ask pulls
for a million
No, its Friday please’
night, soand
I’ll he
have
a
asks him, “What’s wrong now?”
dollars
or
something,
but
you’ll
payment.
steak, baked potato and a salad,’
always be as rich as you want for
“WHAT’S WRONG!!!!” says the lifeguard, for
says the man.” Same” says the
as long as you live!”
goodness sakes man, “The potato goes in
emu.
front!”
“That’s right whether it’s a gallon
Shortly the waitress brings the order
of milk or a Rolls Royce, the exact
and says, ‘That will be $32.62’.
money is always there,” says the
Once again the man pulls the exact
man.
change out of his pocket and places
Q uest io n
The Waitress asks, ‘So what’s with
it on the table.
the bloody emu?’
W hat do yo u ge
The waitress cannot hold back her
t w ith a
The
truckie
sighs,
pauses
and
curiosity any longer. ‘Excuse me,
co
rd
ur
oy co nd om ?
answers, “My second wish was for
mate how do you manage to always
a tall chick with a big arse and long
come up with the exact change in
legs, who agrees with everything I
your pocket every time?’
A ns w er
say.”
“Well, love” says the truckie, ‘a few
A groovy ki nd of
years ago, I was cleaning out the
love .
back shed, and found an old lamp.
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Qantas
scrooges
admit error
GLEN BARRON Reports
The proverbial smelly stuff hit the fan
at Qantas soon after our members
learned that the airline was about to
rip off some of their public holiday
overtime rates.
Last year Boxing Day (26 December
2015) fell on a Saturday – no
problems there with Qantas agreeing
to pay public holiday loadings for
those who worked that day.
However, when a public holiday
falls on a weekend, another public
holiday is granted to workers –
including Qantas employees.
In this case that extra public holiday
became Monday 28 December
2015.
No argument there either but
Qantas ruled that those who worked
Boxing Day would not receive
public holiday overtime loadings.
And that’s when my phone began
clanging.
Thankfully Qantas, after TWU
intervention, eventually saw the error
of their ways and put out a STAFF
NOTICE clarifying their change of
heart. It read:
“This year Saturday, 26 December
2015 and Monday 28 December
2015, are both public holidays in the
above States and Territory (including
WA).
Qantas has decided to pay public
holiday penalty rates for any work
employees are required to perform
on these dates.”
Really big of them eh, considering
the law says they have to anyway?
And if they didn’t, your TWU would
have taken them to court and made
them pay.
Congratulations to our members
for standing up and demanding their
hard won entitlements.

Vara Agreement
Talks Set to Get
Underway
Fresh on the heels of a successful
Virgin cabin crew campaign we
are about to go into battle for flight
attendants who operate on regional
flights for Virgin subsidary Varra.

With the valued assistance of our
national aviation coordinator Matt
Rocks we have been drawing up
a log of claims to present to the
company.

We already have more than 50 Varra
members in WA and the numbers
are growing daily thanks to the great
work being done by the four people
in our photo.

Matty is one of the most energetic
blokes I have had the pleasure of
working with and our cabin crew
members enjoy his happy personality
and witty sense of humour.

They are brilliant! From left to right
they are Jo Woodford, Imogen
Clayton, Amanda Lucas and Sarah
Loveridge.

We will keep you posted on progress
with the Varra negotiations.
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RENTAL

MD24882

SurpluS SToCk of
prime moverS and
TrailerS
available aT diSCounTed
renTal raTeS and for Sale
aT wholeSale priCeS

Come and be part of Linfox

Surplus stock includes prime movers, flat tops,
drop decks, extendible trailers, dollies, side
tippers, curtain side trailers and much more.

Call Tony today on 0411 610 000
for the best rates in town.

www.truckworldrentals.com.au
email: tony@truckrentals.com.au
TWU advert.indd 1

Service Trading Hours
Mon - Fri: 7.30am - 11.30pm
Sat: 8am - 12pm
service@wahino.com.au
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24-26 Kewdale Rd, Welshpool
Call: 08 6446 7683
Fax: 08 9351 2011
www.wahino.com.au

1300 CAREER
1300 227 337
www.linfox.com
21/09/12 2:11 PM
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But their employer is
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Nice win at
Western Diagnostics
TWU Organiser JOHN CUTRALI Reports

Medical couriers at Western Diagnostics
have pocketed a nice little bonus in the
shape of a pay rise back-paid to last
September.
We have been trying to finalise an
agreement with the company for almost
three years but haven’t been able to
come to terms with them.
However, the company did agree to pay
annual increases at agreed dates.
Unfortunately they forgot to pay the
increase that fell due in September 2015.
After receiving a call from our delegate
Doug Hand I got onto their management
and reminded them of their obligations.
They apologized for their oversight
and promised to get it into pay packets
ASAP.
We will now sit down with Western
Diagnostics in an attempt to get an
agreement finalized and formally
registered
with
the
Fair
Work
Commission.
These things need to be formalised
to protect members rights in these
uncertain times.
On the agenda, for when we meet with
the company, will be a change they are

proposing to our members Long Service
Leave entitlements.
They want the right to direct employees
when they must take LSL after it becomes
due at 10 years of service.
The current agreement says employees
can hold off for up to 18 months after the
10 years’ service rolls around.

Rand Talks Begin
Our
agreement
with
Rand
Transport expired in December and
we are gearing up for negotiations
which will get underway at the end
of March.
Rand run refrigerated semis and
rigids out of their Hazlemere and
Osborne Park depots and the
drivers are a pretty strong bunch.
Our delegate Allan Barbarich
looks after our members at both
depots and does a mighty job.
I hope to provide a positive report
for the next Wheel but I don’t
expect Rand management to come
in throwing money at us.
The Wheel Autumn 2016
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‘Brambles
were the
best’

70 year old truckie has
fond memories of his
42 years in transport

Story by PAUL ASLAN
Larry Martin fits nicely into the ranks of our
Trucking Legends after 42 years as a TWU
member and professional truck operator.
The Toll Express subbie has recently retired to
fight a pretty serious inflamation of bowel cancer
and is currently undergoing chemotherpy.
Larry, who turned 70 in February is determined
to fight the disease and our bets are on him
making it through his tough battle.
Larry joined our Union back in the days of the
notorious Rob “Big Buddy” Cowles who was WA
secretary back in the 70’s.
At the time Larry was in first job as a truckie,
driving for Transporters Amalgamated who were
then located in Bayswater. He has always valued
his union membership.
Not long after joining us he “struck gold” when
he scored a job with Brambles in Kewdale. “They
were the best in the business” he recalled with
sincerity.
They were the good old days when transport
companies treated drivers and their union
with respect. Back then the TWU could reach
agreement with a boss with little more than a
handshake.
“Glenn Sterle was our organiser and he was also
the best – he did a lot for us and you don’t forget
blokes like that”, said Larry.
But as they say, all good things must come to an
end, as did Brambles, and Glenn is now a senator
in our Federal Parliament.
For the past six years Larry has been subbing for
Toll Express doing their Alcoa runs to the firm’s
South West operations.
“They were cream runs with Toll. I loved the work
and the camaradie with workmates and the other
people you meet along the way.” Larry admitted.
However, even though he misses some aspects
of trucking his good wife Maureen is determined
to keep him out of his long-bonneted W Model
Kenworth and at home with her.
“Maureen’s been at me to give the game away for
a few years now and I doubt very much that I’ll
be back behind the wheel”, predicted the veteran
truckie.

e
Our bets ar
inning
on Larry w
the fight of
his life
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Well, if ever a couple deserved a long and happy
retirement together it is Larry and Maureen Martin.
Very best wishes to you both from us all at the
TWU and thanks for your staunch support over
more than four decades.

“Our thoughts are with
you Larry Martin’

Tale of a
gunfighter
In the days of the Wild West,
there was a young cowboy
who wanted more than
anything to be the greatest
gunfighter in the world. He
practiced every minute of
his spare time, but he knew
that he wasn’t yet first-rate and
that there must be something
he was doing wrong.

“Yep,” said the old man. “Cut a
notch out of your holster where
the hammer hits it. That’ll give
you a smoother draw.”

Sitting in a saloon one
Saturday night, he recognized
an elderly man seated at the
bar who had the reputation of
being the fastest gun in the
West in his day.

The young man took out his
knife, cut the notch, stood
up, drew his gun in a blur,
then shot a cufflink off the
piano player. “Wow!” said the
cowboy.

The young cowboy took a seat
next to the old-timer, bought
him a drink, and told him the
story of his great ambition.

“I’m learnin’ somethin’ here.
Got any more tips?”

“Do you think you could give
me some tips?” he asked.
The old man looked him up
and down and said, “Well, for
one thing, you’re wearing your
gun too high. Tie the holster a
lil’ lower down on your leg.”
“Will that make me a better
gunfighter?” asked the young
man.
“Sure will,” said the old-timer.
The young man did as he was
told, stood up, whipped out his
Colt .44 and shot the bow tie
off the piano player. “That’s
terrific!” said the cowboy.
“Got any more tips for me?”

“Will that make me a better
gunfighter?”
asked
the
younger man.
“You bet it will,” said the oldtimer.

The
Hypnotist
Robbo and Bruce are enjoying
a VB in the pub and Robbo says;
hey, did you and Sheila go to that hypnotist show?
Yeah, says Bruce, it was a shocker, mate!
Really? Says Robbo. I thought this bloke was really
good and got people to do all sorts of entertaining stuff.
Oh, he was good alright, says Bruce. He had a dozen
blokes up on stage, all hypnotized, got them to bark
like a dog, bow for the queen, all sorts of s**t.
But then he got a zap from his microphone
and he shouted “Aah, F… me!”
And what happened next will
haunt me forever.

The old man pointed to a large
can in a corner of the saloon.
“See that axle grease over
there? Coat your gun with it.”
The young man went over to
the can and smeared some of
the grease on the barrel of his
gun.
“No,” said the old-timer, “I
mean smear it all over the
gun, handle and all.”
“Will that make me a better
gunfighter?” asked the young
man.
“No,” said the old-timer, “but
when Wyatt Earp gets done
playin’ the piano, he’s going
to shove that gun up your ass
and it won’t hurt as much.”
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A Wee Problem on Gold Coast Buses
Our Queenland Branch Slammed Surfside Buses

Late last year, drivers for Surfside Buses
on the Gold Coast were accosted for
unhygienic practices within their vehicles,
including eating meals and urinating into
containers in the cabin.
Why? Because there are no amenities
available for these drivers on some of
the routes that they service. Sound
familiar?
Surfside Buslines general manager
Martin Hall issued a signed notice to his
employees stating he was disgusted
with the practice and threatened them
with the sack.
“Sadly for reasons unknown to me
several drivers have been electing to
urinate in their buses,” the statement
read.

When a driver has to take control of a
vehicle, late at night, for over six hours
- without clean and safe amenities
available - there are going to be issues.

“Not only is this disgusting and extremely
unhygienic it now poses a real threat to
their employment.”

Whilst there are some amenities
available on some routes, there are
issues with the unavailability of these
services, particularly late at night and on
longer, more remote routes.

Bus drivers with our Queensalnd Branch
slammed the notice, blaming the bus
company for not organising access to
council toilets which are often locked at
night.

These circumstances lead to drivers
having to make a decision to either
forfeit their rights to have meal and toilet

Problems with bus drivers payS
Always check your pay slips’
warns TWU organiser PHIL OGDEN
Since the last Wheel I have been
dealing with a series of muck-ups
with drivers pays.
Things like being paid single time for
a portion of the shift on a Saturday.
Or, being paid for the wrong shift.
Some people do the same shift every
day but are being paid different hours
every shift. This is not on and it has
to stop,
The bus companies have to get this
right. I understand these errors are
being made regularly.
Drivers should always check pay
slips and if in doubt compare them to
the relevant time sheets.
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It also pays to write down your hours
in your diary for each day.
If you find an error go see your
manager. If you haven’t got all your
pay slips ask for a copy of them.

If you believe
you have been
underpaid and the
problem isn’t fixed by
management, you can
always call me on
0407 003 687.

breaks, or to take matters into their
own hands.
The Surfside Buses general manager
said he “couldn’t fathom” why drivers
have been urinating into bottles while
on board their buses.
Your TWU believes that if Mr Hall
had to drive these routes at these
times, he might have a bit more of an
understanding.
The Work Health and Safety Acts in most
states stipulate that an employer MUST
provide access to clean toilets and eating
facilities.
WA drivers have often complained about
lack of amenities on certain routes also
and your TWU has taken the issues up
with the bus firms and Transperth.
Your TWU, will continue to fight for bus
drivers rights at work, ensuring that you
receive everything that you’re entitled to.

Sexually harrased
worker awarded
$332,280
A Tribunal has awarded a record
$332,280 in damages to a postal
worker who was sexually harassed
by a manager.

• Making several comments to
her about touching her and
performing sexual acts with
her.

The
Victorian
Civil
and
Administrative Court heard that the
worker had about 47 “encounters”
with the manager, which included
him:

The judge who heard the case
found the worker repeatedly
conveyed to the manager that she
found his attention “unwelcome
and offensive”.

• Trying to kiss her;
• approaching her in the
staff room and rubbing her
shoulder, crotch area and
thighs;
• Telling her he wanted to have
sex with her and couldn’t get
the thought of “making love”
to her out of his head; and

The woman was subsequently
diagnosed with post-traumatic
stress disorder.
The case should serve as a further
warning to employees that those
who indulge in the above described
behavior risk suffering very severe
consequences

The Moorabbin Magistrates
Court heard that the landscaper
exposed the blade of a circular
saw, which wasn’t operating,
and held it 10 centimetres
away from a colleague’s neck,
joking that he would “cut” the
colleague.

A worker who was sacked for operating
a forklift while a customer was in an
exclusion zone has lost his unfair
dismissal case in the Fair Work
Commission.
His employer, Stramit in Rockhampton,
Queensland claimed the forkie had
continued to load a customer’s vehicle
after the customer had entered the
exclusion zone.
The worker argued he stopped the forklift
as soon as he saw the customer and
asked him to move to a safe area.
The customer backed his side of the
story saying the fork lift driver had indeed
asked him to move to a safe area.

Worker fired for
horseplay injury
A dumb-arse worker who cut
a workmate’s buttocks with a
circular saw has been hit with
a $4,000 fine and $2000 legal
costs by a Victorian court.

Worker fired
for horseplay
injury

He then approached the
apprentice, who was bending
over cleaning pavers, and
held the saw – which he had
started operating – close to the
apprentice’s buttocks.
The blade grabbed onto the
apprentice’s shorts cutting his
skin. The apprentice underwent
surgery for a serious laceration
requiring 35 stitches.
We reckon the idiot perpetrator
got off lightly.

However the commissioner preferred the
evidence of a co-worker and a Stramit
manager.
According to the manager, the worker
admitted he had been “stupid” and
said “just show me the gate now”
when asked about the alleged breach of
Stramit policy.
The Commissioner found the worker’s
conduct “contributed to an unsafe
workplace and placed a person at
imminent risk”, and noted he was warned
about safe work practices following a
similar incident the year before.
We think the decision was a bit stiff for
the worker who was not a TWU member.
Had he been in our Union a better
outcome may have been achieved.
It always pays to be in the TWU.
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Phone: 9250 1455 • Fax: 9250 1473
• Mobile: 0408 145 390
2/17 Elmsfield Road, Midvale 6056

supporting the twu

sykes transport
local & long distance

General Freight
perth - goldfields 7 days
phone: 9353 5577 fax: 9353 2270
13 Bradford street, Kewdale 6105

A TRUCKIES RECOMMENDED STOPOVER!!

Swagman Roadhouse
Serving a wide variety of delicious
dine-in or take-away meals

24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

• Fuel Cards, Caltex, Shell, Motorpass, Motorcharge & Fleetcards
• Shower & Toilet Facilities • Accommodation • All Major Credit Cards
Lot 499 Hepburn Street, Mount Magnet Phone: 9963 4844 Fax: 9963 4330
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The boys still need you
I wish to resign from the TWU after
retiring from the workforce last July
due to ill-health (not work related) and
would like to thank the Union for all its
support over the years.
Without the TWU we would have been
in trouble many times.
When you work for a company like Toll
you need all the help you can get.

TWU solicitors help us
I retired at the end of 2015 and wish
to resign.
Thank you for your help over the
years, mainly with your solicitors after
a car accident in 2009 involving
myself and my wife.
During this time we had numerous
questions and found your
organization very helpful.
Wayne Reeves
Swan Transit

This has not changed and the boys
still need you.
Trevor Taylor
Ex Toll Fleet
HHHHH

No trucks – no deliveries
In reference to truckies getting
screwed by Coles; that company
needs to get the message that no
trucks – no deliveries.
Truckies must make a living but
why should they be forced to make
deliveries on the smell of an oily rag
while Coles laugh all the way to the
bank.
Frank Cherry
Bus Driver
HHHHH

HHHHH

Col Baker and missus
are hitting the road
Having reached the ripe old age of 66
and no longer in the industry I wish to
tender my resignation from the Union.
Thanks to the Union for their
assistance in the past. They did a
great job for me when I needed it.
My Wife and I intend travelling in the
near future with our caravan and 4WD
fully equipped with an 80 channel
so hope to stay in touch with all the
truckers on the road. Again, many
thanks.

Super people now
looking after me
I have retired from the workforce and
now look forward to just kicking back
and letting the young blokes look after
things.
I thank you for the help and support I
have received from you guys over the
past 16 or so years.
I’m now dealing with TWU Super and
cannot thank enough, the good people
looking after me and my future.
Just goes to show that when you’re
TWU it doesn’t stop just because
you finish work. You young blokes
looking after things for me should give
that a bit of thought.
One last thing before I go and water
the veggie patch, I sure would like
to stay on the mailing list for The
Wheel magazine.
Bill Dodd
Kalgoorlie

Very Sincerely
HHHHH

Job well done Tim
Now that I am 70 I am retiring after 56
years in the transport industry and 30
with the union.
I would like to thank Tim Dawson for
all his help he has given me over the
years.
Without his guidance with EBA’s and
other work issues we’d all be worse
off. Thanks Mate – job well done.
Doug Jenkins
Ex QUBE

“Let me put my husband on.
He is in charge of all our bad decision making”
The Wheel Autumn 2016
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More Letters

TWU (WA)
Directory

At the mercy of large
corporations
After 30 years in transport I regretfully
resign from the TWU.
Due to the economic downturn I have
had to sell my trucking business
and will no longer need the TWU’s
services.
In the past I have required your
assistance and am grateful for the
help I received at the time.
Without the TWU many truckies would
find themselves at the mercy of large
corporations and suffer them taking
advantage of them even more.
The rate-cutting, etc that is presently
ruining the industry is driving small
trucking firms to the wall.
Unfortunately I have been forced from
my livelihood and have had to search
for a position outside transport.
Once again, thanks for the years of
fighting for the rights of truck drivers.
Keep up the great work.
Rod Bell
Ex Owner-driver
HHHHH

Best of health Daryl
Due to ill health I have had to give up
my truck business as I haven’t been
able to work for the past 18 months
and must resign from the Union.
I wish to thank all the officials and staff
who have been most helpful to me
during the many years I have been in
the union.
If, possible. I would like to remain
on The Wheel mailing list as I really
enjoy keeping up to date with what is
happening.
Daryl Walker
Ex Owner-Driver
Hoping your health improves with a
laugh or two from The Wheel Daryl –
you’re officially on our mailing list.
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74 and out of here
After much consideration I have
decided to hang up the keys, at the
ripe old age of 74, and therefore wish
to resign from the TWU.

Tim Dawson
State Secretary

Paul Aslan
Assistant Secretary

Ray McMillan
President

Mark Bebich
Vice President

I have many memories going back
as far as the Cowles era, with all its
various issues.
I do enjoy reading The Wheel and
would be grateful to keep receiving a
copy as they come due.
Keep up the good work and please
pass on my regards to all at Beaufort
Street
John Piper
Ex owner driver.
HHHHH

Always happy to help
Please accept Ron’s resignation due
to Ron and I having to close down
our business (Ron Burnett Cartage
Contractor).
We would like to say a big thanks
to Mick Knowles for his advice on
our unfair dismissal last year and
a big thank you to Joel Clarke for
his help at the Transport Tribunal
where we secured a small amount
of compensation.
The Wheel has given our whole
family much entertainment over
the years and we will miss the good
information and crappy jokes.
Ron and Julie Bennett
We’ve put you on the Wheel mailing
list guys and will keep the info and
crappy jokes coming: Editor
HHHHH

BRANCH COMMITTEE
OF MANAGEMENT
• Paul Aslan
• Ralph Roth
• Bill Nuttall
• John Davis
• Mick Cook

• Bruce Spaul
• Andy Payne
• Peter Elliott
• Deborah Dunbar
• Mick Lawson

TRUSTEES
J. Davis & D. Dunbar

DIRECTORY
Telephone
1800 657 477
FREE CALL STATEWIDE
Facsimile (Fax)
9227 8320
Website
www.twuwa.org.au
Email
info@twuwa.org.au
Address
Level Three
82 Beaufort Street,
Perth, 6000
Postal
PO Box 8497
Perth Business Centre
WA 6849
TWU Super
1800 222 071
FREE CALL

Hard Slog at Startrack

Drivers have taken a massive cut in their take-home
pay and their morale has hit rock-bottom
Reports the TWU’s KEITH SAUNDERS
It’s been increasingly hard going for our
members at Startrack from the day they
came under Australia Post’s umbrella.
Over the last couple of years there has
been a significant reduction in their hours
which has resulted in a massive fall in
take home pay.
Members tell me they make less now
than they did 5 years ago.
And unfortunately the cost of living has
steadily increased over this period
So you can imagine our members
growing anger when they realised
that Australia Post/Startrack has been
outsourcing their work to a separate
parcels division.
This other cheap labour arrangement
pays its drivers significantly less than
the guys at StarTrack/Australia Post
and they have been the subject of
an investigation by the Australian
Federal Police.
The exploitation of Australia Post couriers
has recently received wide exposure on
the ABC’s 7.30 Report and other media.

The rampant rate-cutting has sent the
morale in the depot plummeting.
The TWU has met with management and
been told the outsourcing and will not
continue. We will be keeping a close
eye on this situation as it jeopardises the
job security of everyone at Startrack.
The other major issue at Startrack/
Australia Post is one that makes
absolutely no sense whatsoever.
As part of the last round of EBA
negotiations the company and the union
(reluctantly) agreed to implement a
bonus scheme that, if achieved, would
deliver a 1% bonus.
During these negotiations it was never
once suggested that this bonus wouldn’t
apply to subcontractors.

They shifted the goal posts
on their drivers bonus
and cut subbies out

In fact it was spoken about at length
that there was no point having a bonus
scheme for a yard unless everyone who
met the set targets would be rewarded.
And everyone did work bloody hard over
12 months – including the subbies – to
meet the bonus scheme targets.
But the geniuses who manage Australia
Post/Startrack moved the goal posts and
claim the subcontractors are not entitled
to the 1%.
A great big spit in the face of every
company subcontractor. They now have
no incentive to go the extra mile for the
increased productivity that the company
seeks.
Every cloud has a silver lining though
and due to AustraliaPost/Startrack’s
appalling treatment of our members we
now have more strength and resolve to
take the fight right up to them.
A big thanks to our delegates Neil
Holland, Gary Parker and Bert Pierre
for their hard work in representing our
members.
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PLEASED TO SUPPORT TWU

For all Your FREIGHT
A Proud member
of the ATN

Citywalk pty ltd t/as
ADDRESS
19 Howson way, BiBra Lake, wa 6163
P: (08) 6595 0800 F: (08) 6595 0899
e: accounts@luckens.com.au

DOWNLOAD OUR FREE APP
WWW.JIFFYFOODS.COM.AU

A TRUCKIES RECOMMENDED STOPOVER!!

Swagman Roadhouse

UNBAR’S
REIGHT
ANAGEMENT

25 years
in Business

Country Freight Receivals
Warehousing & Distribution • Container Sales/Storage
“Dun Once, Dun Right”
MOBILE 0419 916 170 FAX 9453 1066
OFFICE 9453 1011
655 DUNDAS ROAD, FORRESTFIELD 6058
www.dunbarsfreight.com.au

INTERSTATE HAULAGE
CONTRACTORS
Ph: 9356 8566

Fax: 9356 8577

Supporting the tWu

Serving a wide variety of delicious
dine-in or take-away meals

24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

Bulk Waste Water Removal
(Dept. Environmental & Conservation Lic.)

• Fuel Cards, Caltex, Shell, Motorpass, Motorcharge & Fleetcards
• Shower & Toilet Facilities • Accommodation • All Major Credit Cards
Lot 499 Hepburn Street, Mount Magnet Phone: 9963 4844 Fax: 9963 4330
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phone: 9242 2328 Fax: 9242 2860
11 ulm Street, osborne park 6017

TRANSITION TO RETIREMENT

When you reach a certain age you can
access your super under TOT rules
Reports TWU Super Officer JOEL CLARKE
A constant enquiry I receive from
members is ‘how can I access my
super?’ Fortunately it is not as simple as
a withdrawal from your savings account.
Government legislation places some
restrictions on how and when we can
access superannuation (after all, it is
intended for retirement)
You can access your super at age 65,
even if you are still working, when you
reach your ‘preservation age’ (see chart)
and retire.
Or, under the transition to retirement
rules, while continuing to work.

Transition to Retirement Pension (TTR)
is becoming a popular option.
This facility allows people to access
a portion of their super while they are
still working and looking to retire. Most
super funds (including TWU Super) offer
members this option
TTR offers tax benefits as money drawn
from super before age 60 is taxed at
15%, while money drawn after age 60
is tax free.
Please remember I am not a financial
planner and therefore cannot give
specific advice or recommendations for
your financial situation.

Date of birth

Your
Preservation
Age

Preservation age

Before 1 July 1960

55

1 July 1960 - 30 June 1961

56

1 July 1961 - 30 June 1962

57

1 July 1962 - 30 June 1963

58

1 July 1963 - 30 June 1964

59

1 July 1964 or after

60

However, if you are interested in
Transition to Retirement, please call me
on 9328 7477 or TWU Super Consultant
Brendon Adams 0448 067 679.
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GIVE US FULL-TIME JOBS!
That’s what 97.65% of Qantas
Ground Services workers asked
for in a recent TWU survey
GLEN BARRON Reports
The change in employment conditions
that our Qantas Ground Services
members want the most is the
opportunity to move to a full time job.

Negotiations are about to get underway
at Qantas and the company has already
told employees that there will be NO
PAY RISES.

This is what 97.65% of respondents
surveyed by your TWU gave as their
number one priority.

Qantas workers are still in the cold grip
of an 18 month wage freeze and they
want things kept that way.

For those who don’t know, QGS is the
workforce that Qantas put in place to
enable it to cut the wages and conditions
of its workforce.

This is regardless of the airline
announcing a $921 million profit on
February 24.

There are approximately 1300 QGS
employees around Australia and NONE
HAVE FULL-TIME JOBS!!!
Permanency doesn’t exist at QGS –
you are casual, part-time and that’s the
way Qantas CEO Alan Joyce and his
fellow Qantas shineebums like it.

And despite Alan Joyce, the $12 million
dollars a year man, keeping his own
greedy snout in the pig’s trough!
However, your TWU will go into battle on
behalf of a hard working group of people
who sweat their guts out for Qantas.

Negotiations will start soon and a
recently drawn up log of claims based
on responses to our survey, will be put to
the company.
It includes a comprehensive list of
demands

Above Average Pay Rises at PDF
We did okay

says GLEN BARRON

Given the state of the economy I believe we have
achieved a pretty good new agreement for our
members who work for food distributors PFD.
The agreement will benefit PFD employees based at
the firm’s main store in Banjup and regional outlets
Bunbury, Northam, Geraldton and Kalgoorlie.
The company has offered annual pay rises of
3%+3%+3% in a three year deal – well above the
latest average wage growth statistics.
The agreement was being prepared for voting on
as The Wheel went to press and I expect it to get
the thumbs up.
Brett, Craig and Stuart. Peter missed our photo shoot
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Many thanks to our delegates who helped with
the deal: Brett Davis, Peter Culvenor, Stuart
Woolmer and Craig Pinfold.

$45,000 for bus driver
spat on and assaulted

DNA sample nailed women who attacked Transdev driver
She was charged with assaulting a
public officer and on 8 October 2010
was convicted of that offence in the
Mandurah Magistrates Court

TWU lawyers Slater & Gordon have
won a $45,000 settlement for former
Southern Coast bus driver and union
member Mr William “Henry” McCreery
who was assaulted by Transperth
passengers in two separate attacks.

Mr McCreery suffered soft tissue
injuries to the head and neck and small
abrasions to the cheek and tenderness
from the first attack.

The decision was handed down by
District Court judge Richard Keen on 29
January 2016.
The first assault happened
McCreery was operating his
noticed two passengers
alcohol in the rear of the
became abusive.

while Mr
bus and
drinking
bus and

When Mr McCreery requested they get
off the bus they called him a ‘white rapist’
so he threatened to call the police.
One of the passengers then picked up a
plastic bin from the front of the bus and
struck Mr McCreery to the right side of
the head.
The other one then struck him about the
head with a 2-litre plastic Coke bottle.
Mr McCreery managed to eject the
passengers from the bus but one of
them threatened him shouting ‘We’ll
stab him, we’ll stab him’.

These injuries left him with a stiff neck and
numbness of the right side of his face.
Assaults
on bus d
rivers
are beco
ming
too comm
on
place

The
second
incident
occurred in 2010 after he
refused to allow an offender
on his bus and she became
abusive and spat at him with the
saliva striking the left side of his face, his
shirt and collar.
Despite police attempts to identify the
two passengers in the first incident they
were not so identified so no charges
were laid.
However, in the second incident the
saliva of the offender was submitted
for DNA sampling and the offender was
identified.

The two incidents traumatized
him and he suffered feelings of
anxiety and depression.

He eventually had to leave his job
and in 2012 he returned home to
Northern Ireland.

As a TWU member, Henry, as he
preferred to be called, was entitled to
the services of our solicitors Slater &
Gordon.
We hope that the settlement achieved
helps dissolve any poor impressions he
may have gained from working in Perth
The TWU is always there to back up
members when they find themselves in
trouble at work – for whatever reason.
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Servicing the WA Truck Industry
TWU Members Support Your Ex TWU Member from

byford
tyre service

Tania Burns - proprietor
H Performance H
H Quality H value H

KUMHO TYRES

Unit 1/21 Southwest Highway, Byford 6122

Phone: 9525 1215 fax: 9525 1075
Email: admin@byfordtyres.com.au

ld t on
G er aTruck
SerViceS

Truckies Recommended for Support - Lloyd Radford from

24 hours
7 days a week

Also Towing Services for all Vehicles

Mobile: 0429 203 708

Phone: 9965 3900

servicing the Metro AreAs

Email: admin@geraldtontowing.com.au

Supporting the T.W.U.

SUPPORTING THE T.W.U.

ANDREW BELLMAN
KALGOORLIE MANAGER

60 Great Eastern Highway
Kalgoorlie, WA 6430
Phone: (08) 9021 3611
Fax: (08) 9021 1397
Email: adminkalgoorlie@rockysown.com.au

www.rockysown.com.au

Transport Specialist

ROAD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

LOCAL INTERSTATE OVERSIZE LOADS
PHONE: 9259 8716 MOBILE: 0439 966 179
FAX: 9259 8778

123 Kurnall Road, Welshpool

Supporting the tWu

•
•
•
•
•
•

EXTENDABLES
ROADTRAIN
B TRAINS
Mobile: 0418 927 843
Office: 1300 436 800 Fax: 9353 5076
OVERSIZE
Operations email: bookings@allwesttransport.com.au
STORAGE
Administration email: admin@allwesttransport.com.au
HOTSHOTS
15 Valentine Street, Kewdale, WA 6105

Servicing the trucking induStry
SOuth OF the river

H Refrigeration Transport H Semis
H B Trains H Chiller Freezer
H Pocket Road Trains & Rigids
Phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
8 Palmer Crescent, Bunbury 6230

Supporting the twu

cvm trucks
truck Service & repairS

phOne: 9455 1146 Fax: 9455 4910
Specialising in:

H Walker Beam Bush Replacement H Mobile Breakdown Vehicle
H Fleet Maintenance H Brake & Clutch Repairs
H Engine & Gearbox Repairs H Auto Electrical Repairs

91 BanniSter rOad, canning vale 6155
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local • statewide • interstate
Refrigerated & General Carriers

Phone
9452 3822

Mobile
0428 929 434

Fax
9452 3833

8 reihill rd, maddington 6109

www.colonialfreightlines.com

Deaths of two young men
could have been avoided
‘It’s hard for us to mourn their loss without getting angry

CFMEU Leader MICK BUCHAN
The horrific deaths of two young men on
a Perth construction site last November
sent shockwaves throughout the WA
construction industry.
Having come to Australia from Ireland to
embark on a new chapter of their lives,
Joe McDermott, 24, and Gerry Bradley,
27, lost their lives in the prime of their life.
They died after concrete panels,
weighing several tonnes fell on them at
a construction site in East Perth.
It wasn’t their fault.
Workers have an expectation that
employers will place them in a safe
environment.
The devastation to their families is
unfathomable.
Sharing in their grief are the officials,
staff and members of the Construction
Forestry Mining and Energy Union.
CFMEU state secretary Mick Buchan
described his feelings, “It is hard for us
to mourn their loss without feeling angry
about how easily their deaths could
have been prevented.”
“According to Australian safety rules
there should have been an exclusion
zone around the area where the panels
were being off –loaded,” Mick informed
the TWU.
“These young men couldn’t have
known about construction safety rules in
Australia, but Jaxon’s would have.
“Our union does, but was prevented a
total of 16 times from entering Jaxon
sites across Perth.”
The CFMEU has submitted more
complaints
of
suspected
safety
breaches to WorkSafe in regard to Jaxon
sites than any other builder in town.
Jaxon has denied the CFMEU its LEGAL
‘right of entry’ on numerous occasions
across their nine development sites in
Perth. There are currently four prosecutions
against Jaxon before the court.

“So I can only speculate what it was
that the company didn’t want us to see.”
pondered Mick Buchan.
“Perhaps it was dodgy work practices,
perhaps potentially lethal safety
breaches, perhaps lack of appropriate
training and induction for people new to
the construction industry.
“Because these are the things that we
find every day on sites we visit as part
of our job.
“These are the things that cause
arguments with employers who are
always in a rush to get things done,
always in a rush to cut corners in order
to make a bigger profit.
“These are the things that a lot of
employers don’t concern themselves
with and regard us as pests for interfering
in their work, calling on the Fair Work
Building Commission or Police, to remove
us from sites, wasting taxpayers’ money.”
On the same day that Joe and Gerry
died, another worker, Benjamin White, a
young scaffolder with two young children
tragically fell to his death in Kwinana.
Earlier this year, another two young men
lost their lives at the Morley Galleria site
in Perth.

“16 times Jaxon’s have
stopped the CFMEU from
entering their sites’
In the aftermath of these terrible deaths,
WA Master Builders Construction
Director, Kim Richardson, pointed out
that safety standards had slipped and
called on WorkSafe to step up their
presence on commercial building sites.
Mr Richardson is on the money, Worksafe
has dropped off the pace – BIG TIME when it comes to keeping workers safe.
The TWU found that out when we
reported a South West trucking company
that had been involved in no less than
eight truck related fatalities.
Worksafe told us that there was
NOTHING they could do and that firm
is still in operation today.
Our heart goes out to the families. All
those people mentioned above who lost
their lives doing their job.
A workplace fatalities are always
appallingly sad evente, a dark, dreadful
things. They must be avoided at all
costs.
The Wheel Autumn 2016
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RED ALERT AT TNT
‘Notorious US unionbusting firm to
take-over TNT but
we’re ready for a
fight if need be’
says TWU Organiser
KEITH SAUNDERS
For our long suffering TNT members,
everyday must feel like ground-hog day.
Over the past few years these
hardworking men and women have
suffered a significant reduction in their
take home pay as a result of decisions
made by TNT management.
Some of these decisions include
the outsourcing of work and the
implementation of a productivity bonus
scheme, which is unachievable for the
majority of employees.
This ill-conceived nonsense was
implemented without any consultation
with the people that actually do the work
or indeed their union - the TWU.
This has resulted in an all-time low
morale among workers in the depot. The
best way to decrease “productivity” one
could quite easily argue.
Having been hit hard in the pocket they
now face uncertain times with TNT
about to be taken over by multinational
transport giant Fed Ex.
Fed Ex is a US based business with a
reputation around the world for being
anti-union and anti-workers’ rights.
With the TNT-TWU EBA due to expire
mid next year now it is more important
than ever that we stick together and
prepare to face the inevitable challenges
UNITED!
Some of those challenges we include:
• R
 emaining vigilant. The TWU
has met with TNT management
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‘TNT bosses have had
little to say about any
potential changes’
who have little to say about
potential changes.
While FedEx’s operations
are smaller in Australia, it is a
multinational giant and management
have long kept unions out.
• Transport unions globally have
expressed concern about FedEx’s
union busting practices.
Recent FedEx’s commitments to respect
trade unions and employee rights and

benefits have been met with a great
degree of skepticism.
As they say, the proof of the pudding is
in the eating. And we have pressed the
RED ALERT BUTTON.
The best way to protect our rights is
by having a strong union presence
in the yard and having constant
communication with each other on the
depot floor.
We are planning to set up a committee
that meets monthly to discuss how we
can best achieve our goals.
If you work for TNT get involved in
our campaign. You might also consider
nominating to be a part of this committee.

Fleetowner underpaid
truckies $143,000
says Fair Work Ombudsman

The Fair Work Ombudsman
(FWO) is prosecuting a former
Linfox sub-contractor for allegedly
underpaying 12 truck drivers.
It is alleged that Sumerdeep
Singh, underpaid the NSW drivers
more than $143,000 between
2011 and 2014 and falsified
records to cover up the rort.
Singh’s business, Sumer Bagri,
was transporting groceries under
a contract with Linfox, who had
been contracted by Woolworths,
when the alleged underpayments
occurred.
The FWO says the Singh’s drivers,
who delivered groceries, were on
flat hourly rates of between
$17 and $23 from Monday to
Sunday.
It claims the drivers did not
receive their correct hourly rates,
casual loadings, and penalty rates
for weekend, overtime and public
holiday work.
This is despite the FWO saying
Woolworths
paid
Linfox
enough and then Linfox paid
Singh sufficient rates to ensure
he could meet his payment
obligations.
The Ombudsman looked into
Singh after one of his former truck
drivers contacted it to lodge a
complaint.
Singh’s
records
allegedly
misstated the number of
hours employees worked and
also showed Singh had himself
performed driving duties during
a period when he was actually in
India.

Woolworths and
Linfox paid him
enough to pay
drivers correctly

The difference
between animals
and humans

Singh faces maximum penalties
of between $3400 and $10,200
for each contravention.
The FWO says it will seek a court
order for any penalties imposed to
be paid to the truck drivers, who to
date have not received any of the
money they are allegedly owed.
A penalty hearing in the Federal
Circuit Court of Sydney is
scheduled for April 12. We will
report the outcome in the next
Wheel.
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COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • MINING

STATEWIDE SERVICE

✓ Pressurised Pneumatic Tankers
for Cartage to Mining Sectors
✓ Transporter of Wine, Demineralised Water
• Road Trains • Curtain Siders
• B Trains
• Drop Decks
• Bulk Tankers • General Haulage
• Water Tanks • Pressure Tanks
• Flat Tops

Main Roads
Accreditation
00873

WA Owned
& Managed
Company

24 HOUR Fax: 9410 1224 • 0418 928 669
SERVICE 117 Dalison Avenue, Wattleup, WA 6166

WA Heavy Vehicle
Accreditation

Phone 9410 1726

t r uck an
d e q u ip m
en

t r e p a ir s
lo c a l

• Spray Painting
• Fibreglass Repairs
• Panel Beating
• Chassis Aligning

☎

• Trailer Straightening

Mob: 0437 433 910 | Fax: 9921 8554
40 Boyd Street, Geraldton
PO Box 5179, Wonthella 6530
westruck@herkspanel.com.au

• Measuring Systems
• All Recognised
Insurance repairs

Servicing the tWU DriverS anD roaDtrainS

BP WUBIN TRUCK STOP
Lot 1 Great Northern Highway, Wubin
(Sue Schmidt Prop.)

Phone / Fax: 9664 1013
• Open 7 days - 5.30am til very late
•Take away food, Dine in restaurant
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel
• EFTPOS machines
• Toilet and Shower facilities and

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

www.bishopstransport.com.au

PO Box 4021
COOLBELLUP
WA 6163

ABN: 24 894 844 393
E: rds-trucks@iinet.net.au

Ph: (08) 9331 6348
Fax: (08) 9331 8401
Mob: 0408 953 647

Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest

morTlock
fabrIcaTIon & repaIrS
avon valley

Truck body SpecIalIST
SPECIALISING IN TRIPLE ROAD TRAINS TO
THE MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRIES
We have all DG licences including Explosive & Radioactive Licences

pleased to support the twu

marsue
transport
specialised transport of
dangerous goods

phone: 9478 3610
Fax: 9479 3123
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5-7 steel Court,
south Guildford 6055

Truck & Trailer modifications
all types of Welding & Steel fabrications

phone: 9629 1168 fax: 9629 1269
loT 463 maIn ST, goomallIng 6460

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
DISCLAIMER: All articles in this magazine are published on the understanding that they
are the original work of the authors, and that the views are not necessarily those of the
publisher. The publisher is not responsible for the accuracy of items submitted, but makes
every reasonable effort to verify information.
Editorial staff accept no responsibility for accuracy of material submitted for publication
but every effort will be made to verify information. Editorial staff reserve the right to reject,
edit and rearrange any item submitted for publication.
The Trade Practices Act provides severe penalties for false and misleading advertising.
Because it is not possible for this magazine’s staff to check the accuracy of advertising
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Direct Freight agrees
to pay public holidays
A GREAT WIN FOR TWU AND DRIVERS
MICK KNOWLES Reports
After months of campaigning and
discussions between the TWU and
Direct Freight management the company
finally agreed it has been underpaying
drivers for public holidays.
They also agreed to BACK PAY our
members to 2010 in their calculations
on MONEY OWING to drivers.
Until now Direct Freight had argued
that permanent part-time drivers on
fixed four day weeks were not entitled

to be paid for public holidays that fell
on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays or
Fridays.
They now concede that this was wrong
and drivers should have been paid for
those days and now they will be paid.
This is a great WIN for the TWU and
Direct Freight drivers.
There are other outstanding issues
that we are fighting to have fixed at
Direct Freight.

Management
has
told
several
drivers that Direct Freight is ‘not a
union company’ and has been doing
everything in its power to keep us out.
They need to know their anti-union
attitude is in breach of our Freedom
of Association laws. We already have
witnesses and proof of their actions
and we are headed to the Fair Work
Commission.
We call on all Direct Freight members
to encourage their workmates to join the
TWU and become part of our fight for a
fair go for drivers.

Wholesale Grocery Shopping
TWU members receive many extra
benefits and one of them is entry to
the massive Cash & Carry wholesale
shopping warehouses in Canningvale
and Balcatta.
Campbell’s Cash & Carry is where a
lot of smaller Perth retailers go to buy
their stock at wholesale prices.

save save!
It isASLAN
filled with
the all sorts
PAUL
Reports

on a TWU money
saving benefit

Your TWU membership card will
get you in the door by presenting it at
reception.
You can buy just about anything in
bulk, except liquor and cigarettes. For
those you need a special licence.

“Cash & Carry - the warehouse
wonderland. Buy in bulk and save

“The best place to head before parties
or camping trips or even to do your
home shopping. By buying things in
bulk you save heaps of money and
time because there is no need to run
to all those different stores.”
“If you are having a big party, we
don’t know anywhere else in Perth
where you can buy butter by the kilo,
barbecue sauce in 4kg tubs or boxes
of mars bars for reasonable prices.
They also have a great mix of the
lollies that you used to find in lolly
bags in Perth.

You need an ABN or to be a member
of certain organisations, like RAC,
and some unions, such as the TWU.

The following are excerpts from a
couple of edited internet reviews:

a warehouse version of Coles and
Woolworths all combined into one.

of products: lollies, a huge range of
groceries, frozen food, soft drink,
dog treats, party items, laundry and
toiletries and more. Cash & Carry is

“Be warned, not everything is actually
cheaper though. It pays to know
your prices and comparison shop.
It is a bit addictive going there and I
know several people that buy in bulk
to share amongst themselves as it is
cheaper.”
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Lots of Visitors for Toll’s Tim
Fall At Mine Site
Put Truckie In
Royal Perth
TWU Organiser

During my visit to Royal Perth hospital
another visitor arrived who introduced
himself as a non-religious Toll chaplain
which, I must say, struck me as odd ??
In fact he seemed to know a hell of a
lot about Tim’s previous medical history
which I also found odd as he had never
met Tim before??

DES HARDING Reports

He also explained, on more than one
occasion, he wasn’t there to investigate
also very strange??
However, the chaplain did assure Tim
and his family that Toll Express would
continue to pay his wages. I hope the
payments will be based on the thirteen
week average as per the WA Workers
Compensation Act.

In early March I received a message
from long term Toll Express member
Tim Robinson telling me he had fallen
out of a truck while making a delivery to
the Boddington mine site.
Having known and worked with Tim for
quite some time I felt a duty as a TWU
rep to find some time to visit a fallen
comrade.
I thought it important to check to see if
we could assist him and his family.
I’m proud to say, with the help of his
workmates and friends we organised
getting his vehicle and his belongings
back home, relieving them of any extra
stress in a tough situation.

Tim’s wife Jen with daughters Christine and Lisa
who wasted no time getting to Tim’s bedside

We take TNT to court over leave issue
More bad news at TNT I’m afraid.
The latest comes from a decision the
company has made regarding annual
leave accrual.
TNT’s Global Management Board
(based in the Netherlands) has
decided that it needs to reduce its
annual leave accrual across its
worldwide businesses.
TNT says this represents a “significant
ongoing financial liability”. To achieve
this reduction TNT is attempting
to direct employees to take leave
in accordance with the Transport
Workers Award 1998.
However, this award is no longer
valid and has been superseded by
the Road Transport and Distribution
Award 2010.
Under the old award that TNT refers
to, it was possible for a company to
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Telling people to
clear their annual
leave not on
says TWU Organiser
KEITH SAUNDERS
give 28 days’ notice to an employee
to take leave.
TNT are trying to use this irrelevant
award to direct our members to
reduce their annual leave accrual to
no more than 20 days.
However under the Road Transport
and Distribution Award 2010 a
company can only direct employees
to take leave if they have accrued
eight weeks leave or more.

And they can only instruct the affected
employee to take a quarter of the total
amount accrued at any one time.
We have put this matter into dispute
with TNT under the dispute resolution
clause in the TNT-TWU 2014-2017
EBA.
This clause specifically states that
until a dispute is resolved, the status
quo will prevail.
We have asked TNT to STOP
directing our members to take leave
until the matter has been resolved
by our application to the Fair Work
Commission.
However they are still telling people
to clear their annual leave in breach
of the EBA.
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In Heaven’s Gate
Bruce the fearless forkie finds
himself in front of the Pearly Gates.
St. Peter explains that it’s not
so easy to get in heaven. There
are some criteria before entry is
allowed.
For example, was the man religious
in life? Attend church? No? St.
Peter told him that’s bad.

At the Dentist
A husband and wife entered the dentist’s
office. The wife said, “I want a tooth pulled.
I don’t want gas or Novocain because I’m
in a terrible hurry.
Just pull the tooth as quickly as possible.”
“You’re a brave lady,” said the dentist.
“Now, show me which tooth it is.”
The wife turns to her husband and says,
“Open your mouth Arthur and show the
dentist which tooth it is, dear.”
Mother, “

And we think the
Scots are tight
An old drover walks into the barber shop in
Black Stump Crossing,
Northern Territory for a shave and a haircut.
He tells the barber he can’t get all his
whiskers off because his cheeks are
wrinkled from age.
The barber gets a little wooden ball from a
cup on the shelf and tells the
old drover to put it inside his cheek to spread
out the skin.
When he’s finished, the old drover tells the
barber that was the cleanest
shave he’d had in years but, he asked, “Isn’t
it a bit dangerous? What
would happen if I accidentally swallowed it? “
The barber replied, “No sweat mate, just
bring it back in a couple of days
like everyone else does.”
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Fast Food
Fred
Fast Food Fred
goes to the doctor
for his yearly
physical.
The nurse starts
with certain basic
items.
“How much do you
weigh?” she asks.
“115 kg’s,” Fred
says.

Was he generous? give money to
the poor? Charities? No? St. Peter
told him that was also bad.
Did he do any good deeds? Help
his neighbor? Anything? No? St.
Peter was becoming concerned.
Exasperated, St Peter says, “Look,
everybody does something nice
sometime. Work with me, I’m trying
to help. Now think!”
The man says, “There was this
old lady. I came out of a store and
found her surrounded by a dozen
Gypsy Jokers. They had taken her
purse and were shoving her around,
taunting and abusing her.

It turns out his
weight is 140kg.

I got so mad I threw my bags down,
fought through the crowd, and got
her purse back. I then helped her
to her feet. I then went up to the
biggest, baddest biker and told him
how despicable, cowardly and mean
he was and then spat in his face”.

The nurse asks,
“Your height?”

“Wow”, said Peter, “That’s
impressive. When did this happen”?

“5 foot 8,”
Fred answers.

“Oh, about 10 minutes ago”, replied
the man.

The nurse puts
him on the scale.

The nurse checks
and sees that he
only measures
5’ 5”.
She then takes his
blood pressure and
tells the man it is
very high.
“Of course it’s
high!” he shouts,
“When I came in
here I was tall
and slender!
Now I’m short
and fat!”

Will you
Will
you
keep your
keep your
retirement
retirement
safe?
safe?
You spend decades
You spend
decades
working
hard
to
working
hard
to
earn a living – but
earn
a living
– but
for
most
of that
time
for
most
of
that
time
you’re unable to
you’re unable
to
access
your super.
access your super.
This all changes once
This all changes once
you retire.
you retire.
Your choices
Your choices

Next steps
Next steps

When you can get your hands on your
When you can get your hands on your
super money, it may be tempting to spend
super money, it may be tempting to spend
it immediately – but you should consider
it immediately – but you should consider
alternative
options which could see you
alternative options which could see you
enjoy
a
more
retirementininthe
the
enjoy a more comfortable
comfortable retirement
long
longterm.
term.

See twusuper.com.au/retirement to find
See twusuper.com.au/retirement to find
out more about TransPension, TWUSUPER’s
out more about TransPension, TWUSUPER’s
retirement income stream product. We can
retirement income stream product. We can
also answer your questions over the phone
also answer your questions over the phone
callusus
1800
222
071
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8am
to 8pm
– –call
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222
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(AEST/AEDT)
weekdays.
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weekdays.
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MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
fORReSTfield: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
O’CONNOR: 324 Stock Rd - 9331 9331
MAlAGA: 65 Crocker dr - 9249 1740
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141

Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au

